
How To Select The Best Roofing Contractor 

It is important to find the correct roofing contractor when you are looking to repair, replace or 

even install your roof. With numerous professionals out there, finding the right local roofing 

contractor is a difficult task. These tips will aid you in narrowing down your options and pick the 

one that is right for you. 

1. They must have the required local licenses and proper insurance 

Texas is one of the states that requires roofers to have the proper licenses to be able to legally 

operate. When hiring a roofing contractor be sure to inquire if they hold the licenses required in 

your area and carry proper insurance, including work-related and liability insurance. 

2. They will provide factory training for your roof system 

Are they a preferred partner or authorized installer of the roofing material? The roofing materials 

of reputable manufacturers frequently educate contractors on how to make sure they install the 

material properly. Non-certified roofers may not be eligible to receive warranties. 

3. They Do Not Use Sub-contractors 

Ask the roofing company to employ their own team to your roof. A reliable roofer will employ 

their own roofing teams that have the experience and experience to provide outstanding 

outcomes. Beware of roofing companies that employ tactic baits and don't send trained crews to 

your house. 

4. They are local to you 

Make sure you hire local a roofers in Lexington SC contractor. They will be familiar with the 

local building regulations and adhere to these codes. They also be useful when you require 

emergency roofing assistance. 

5. They've Got Good Reviews 

A reputable local roofing contractor will have good reviews in the area and offer references for 

you to reach out to. Get references from previous customers, and inquire questions about 

communication, customer care, timeliness and quality of work. 

6. They should have a good communication 

Good contractors will respond quickly to questions and return calls promptly. They must also be 

polite and be able to clearly respond to all of your inquiries. This could indicate that there is a 

problem with the whole project if the roofer does not show up on time and offers excellent 

customer service. 

7. Complete Roof Inspection 
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When the roofing contractor arrives for the first inspection, they must be able to climb on top of 

your roof, and into the attic, and carry out an exhaustive roofing inspection to pinpoint problem 

areas. 

8. They Don't Ask for Payment in advance 

Avoid roofers who demand an upfront payment in full. A reliable roofer might require a small 

down payment and then continue with the work. Full payment should only be paid after the work 

is complete. 

9. They will provide you with a written Estimate 

A trustworthy roofer will give an accurate estimate of the cost. They'll also guide you through 

the agreement and address any questions you have about the payments. 

10. Their Cost is Fair 

Although professional roofers can be more costly than general contractors, their experience and 

quality of service is often worth the extra cost. 


